Introduction
The European Space Agency's SMOS (Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity) satellite mission (Kerr et al., 2010) provides regular low-frequency (L-band, 1-2 GHz) passive microwave observations (brightness temperatures) from space. The original geophysical parameters sought by SMOS, soil moisture and ocean salinity, have recently been complemented by initiatives to retrieve additional variables such as surface roughness (Fernandez-Moran et al., 2014) , vegetation optical depth (Lawrence et al., 2014) , thin sea ice (Kaleschke, Tian-Kunze, Maaß, Mäkynen, & Drusch, 2012) , and the freeze/thaw (F/T) state of soils (Schwank et al., 2004; Rautiainen et al., 2012 Rautiainen et al., , 2014 .
Information on the state of aggregation of soil is essential for diverse hydrological, biogeochemical, and climatological applications. Soil freezing has an effect on surface energy balance, surface and subsurface water flow, and exchange rates of carbon with the atmosphere (Skogland, Lomeland, & Goksoyr, 1988; Zhang, Barry, Knowles, Ling, & Armstrong, 2003; Zhang, Zhao, Jiang, & Zhao, 2010; Langer, Westermann, Muster, Piel, & Boike, 2011) . In addition, soil freezing controls important biogeochemical processes such as the photosynthetic activity of plants and the microbial activity within soils (Hollinger et al., 1999; Liebner et al., 2015) .
Large areas in the Northern Hemisphere are characterized by perennially or seasonally frozen soils. Seasonal freezing occurs on approximately 51% of the land surface, while permafrost areas cover approximately 24% (Smith & Brown, 2009 ). Remote sensing from space is a viable option to provide timely information on soil F/T processes on a hemispheric scale. Detection of soil F/T-states by means of Earth Observation requires a remote sensing technique with sufficient penetration into the soil medium. While this precludes the use of optical wavelengths, both active-and passive microwave sensors can provide information on the surface F/T state (Zuerndorfer & England, 1992 , Rignot & Way, 1994 Kim, Kimball, Zhang, & McDonald, 2012) . The detection of the soil F/T-state is also a goal of the NASA (National Aeronautics and Space Administration) SMAP (Soil Moisture Active-Passive) mission, launched in January 2015. This satellite carries a radiometer (passive) and a SAR (active), both operating in the microwave L-band; SMAP applies the active sensor for soil F/T detection (Entekhabi et al., 2010) . A surface soil state flag has also been developed for the ASCAT (Advanced Scatterometer) instrument (Naeimi et al., 2012) . Kim, Kimball, McDonald, and Glassy (2011) and Zhao et al. (2011) have developed F/T algorithms for higher frequency passive instruments such as the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) and the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer Enhanced (AMSR-E), respectively.
Compared to data products based on microwave sensors operating at higher frequencies (e.g. Kim et al., 2011) , L-band observations exhibit deeper soil penetration depths, reduced influence from overlying vegetation, and hence increased sensitivity to the freezing process . Consequently, experimental work has provided clear indications of the viability of L-band passive microwave observations for the purpose of soil F/T monitoring (Schwank et al., 2004; Rautiainen et al., 2012 Rautiainen et al., , 2014 . The physical mechanism for the detection of soil freezing from passive microwave observations is as follows: The presence of free liquid water in soils causes high effective permittivities of unfrozen wet soils (e.g. Wang & Schmugge, 1980; Mironov, Muzalevskiy, & Savin, 2013; Mätzler, Ellison, Thomas, Sihvola, & Schwank, 2006) . Accordingly, L-band emissivities (and thus L-band brightness temperatures) exhibit a pronounced negative correlation with liquid soil water-content, which is utilized in SMOS based soil moisture retrieval (Wigneron et al., 2007) . On the other hand, freezing of free liquid water in soils decreases effective soil permittivities, and thus increases emissivities and thus brightness temperatures significantly. The strong positive correlation between L-band brightness temperature and the freezing of free liquid water is fundamental for the F/T retrieval algorithm outlined in this study.
Using experimental data, Rautiainen et al. (2014) explored several possibilities for a soil F/T-state algorithm based on detecting changes in the dual-polarized (p = H, V) L-band brightness temperatures T B p .
This investigation focused on two features apparent from groundbased measurements T B p , i.e. an increase and subsequent saturation of brightness temperatures T B p with soil freezing, as well as a decrease in differences T B V − T B H between brightness temperatures at vertical (p = V) and horizontal (p = H) polarization. These features are explained by the previously mentioned decrease of the effective soil permittivity with freezing, and can thus be exploited to analyze the F/ T-state of the soil by applying a relatively simple change detection algorithm. Rautiainen et al. (2014) proposed establishing reference levels from summer and winter observations in order to calculate a so-called frost factor for each pixel observed. With comparisons to in situ soil frost depth observations, a threshold was established to identify the freezing of soil surface-layers up to 10 cm depth. Different combinations of polarization (p = H, V), observation angle, and degrees of temporal averaging were investigated to reach the best possible performance of the F/T change detection approach. The method, initially developed for sandy mineral soils, was also applied to T B p measured over a wetland site at the FMI-ARC (Finnish Meteorological Institute Arctic Research Centre) in Sodankylä, Finland (Lemmetyinen et al. (under review) ).
The results indicated that adaptation of the F/T algorithm will likely require tuning the frost factor thresholds to account for land cover and soil type heterogeneities within given pixels observed by the SMOS satellite as illustrated by Roy et al. (2015) using SMOS and Aquarius data over Canada. Recent theoretical studies , corroborated by experimental investigations (Lemmetyinen et al., under review) , have shown that passive L-band observations T B p are also sensitive to dry snow cover, in particular at horizontal polarization. Before this recognition L-band brightness temperatures T B p were assumed to be insensitive with respect to dry snow due to its acknowledged low extinction at L-band. However, the theoretical investigation of Schwank et al. (2015) revealed that refraction and impedance matching caused by dry snow explains the observed sensitivity of L-band T B p with respect to the density to the bottom layer of snow (~10 cm). As outlined in detail in Schwank et al. (2014) , the impact of refraction and impedance matching caused by dry snow on the L-band emission of groundsurfaces covered with dry snow is to influence L-band brightness temperatures in the same direction as is caused by soil freezing hence inducing uncertainty for the soil F/T-state detection algorithms.
In this study, we expand the algorithm introduced by Rautiainen et al., 2014 to the satellite scale, presenting a prototype algorithm for detecting the autumn soil freeze state from SMOS brightness temperature observations. The algorithm is based on establishing spatially variable (pixel-wise) thresholds for brightness temperatures representing frozen and thawed surface states. An additional processing filter based on observed physical temperature and snow cover information is used to exclude obvious detection errors and to establish a reliability flag for the SMOS soil F/T-state estimate.
Data
This study uses space borne passive L-band observations (brightness temperatures T B p ) from the SMOS mission, automated and manual in situ measurements of soil temperature and freezing depth from reference test sites, as well as global ancillary datasets for climatological classification of ground temperature. The investigated study period is from February 2010 until December 2014, covering four autumn freezing seasons across the northern hemisphere.
Brightness temperature observations
The sole payload instrument of SMOS is MIRAS (Microwave Imaging Radiometer with Aperture Synthesis) (Martin-Neira & Goutule, 1997) which measures radiation emitted from the Earth at the protected portion (1400 MHz-1427 MHz) of the L-band (1 GHz-2 GHz). SMOS is in a sun synchronous orbit crossing the equatorial node at 6 am local time during the ascending pass and 6 pm during the descending pass. The measurement principle is based on two-dimensional aperture synthesis, where the image of the target is reconstructed from simultaneous measurements (so called 'visibilities') of multiple receivers (Khazaal & Anterrieu, 2009 ). SMOS provides multi-angular, fully polarized brightness temperatures at a spatial resolution of 43 km on average over the globe with a revisit time of less than three days (Kerr et al., 2001) . This is of great advantage to many remote sensing applications relying on full global coverage and high temporal resolution. However, due to the interferometric measurement principle MIRAS has a slightly reduced sensitivity and increased noise compared to conventional real aperture radiometers; the radiometric sensitivity (target noise temperature 220 K, integration time 1.2 s) is 3.5 K (boresight) and 5.8 K (edge of swath) . Despite the choice of the protected frequency band (1400 MHz-1427 MHz) reserved for radio astronomy, anthropogenic Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) can be regionally prevalent (Oliva et al. (2012) ). The systematic error for SMOS brightness temperatures over RFI free areas has been estimated to be in the order of 2.5 K Fig. 1 . Frost tubes are installed at sites representing three classes of land cover (forest, open areas and wetlands), if all of these are present at the location. Typically, measurements are conducted three times a month, with supplementary measurements taken during freezing and thawing periods. The frost tubes consist of Chlorinated Polyvinyl Chloride (CPVC) tubes containing a mixture of water and a food colorant. The colorant changes with freezing, allowing visual estimation of frost depth FD. The frost tubes in the SYKE network measure freezing down to a depth of FD = 2 m. Iwata et al. (2012) have studied the accuracy of frost tube measurements finding a 2.8 cm root mean square error (rmse) when comparing frost tube observations against frost depths estimated from measured soil temperature profiles. SYKE estimates the overall accuracy of their tube readings to be ± 5 cm (Mäkinen & Orvomaa, 2012) .
Soil moisture and soil temperature in situ sites
Various geographically distributed sources of in situ data have been selected to compare the SMOS based soil F/T estimate against in situ data. These ground reference stations include the FMI sites in Sodankylä and Rovaniemi, Finland, the SNOTEL (Snow Telemetry) network sites in Alaska (Leavesley et al., 2010) , three sites in the Siberian permafrost zone:, The North-East Science Station in Cherskii at river Kolyma and the Russian Research Station Samoylov, the Tiksi International Hydrometeorological Observatory, and a soil moisture network maintained by Environment Canada near Kenaston, Saskatchewan. Next a short description of each site is provided, and summarized in Table 1 .
The FMI Sodankylä site is located in Finnish Lapland representing a typical flat northern boreal forest/taiga environment. This study uses soil moisture and soil temperature (Decagon TE5 sensors) data from an automatic observation network covering all typical soil types and land cover classes found in the area. FMI also hosts a WMO (World Meteorological Organization) station in Rovaniemi, in Northern Finland, which includes soil temperature (PT100 thermistor) profile measurements from 5 cm to 2 m depth. The measurement sensors located at the Rovaniemi site have been installed on an open field while the surrounding area is mostly covered with boreal forests. It is an example of a test site that poorly represents the surrounding area.
SNOTEL sites are operated and maintained by the Natural Resources Conservation Service (Zreda et al., 2011) . The data used in our study have been gathered through the International Soil Moisture Network (ISMN) (Dorigo et al., 2011 (Dorigo et al., , 2013 The North-East Science Station is hosted by the Russian Academy of Science in Cherskii. The study area of soil temperature measurements is located in the Kolyma Lowland (the lower reaches of the Kolyma River) which is part of the Arctic Siberian Coastal Plains. The Kolyma region is characterized by continuous permafrost. The Cherskii Meteorological Station, which is located near the study area, indicated an average annual temperature of −11.6°С and an average annual precipitation sum of 285 mm. The average number of snow cover days per year was 229. Snow typically sets in early October, melting at the end of May. The mean snow height at the site was 34 cm. The area is covered by a sparse larch (Larix cajanderi) forest with abundant small shrubs. The soil surface is typically covered by moss and lichen. Thermokarst wetlands and lakes occupy a significant part of the area. The basic soil types in the region are peaty gleyzem and gleyic cryozem soils. The soil composition is loess-like loam with rare detritus (Fyodorov-Davydov & Davydov, 2006) . Samoylov Island is located in Northern Yakutia, Siberia, in the Lena River Delta (Boike et al., 2013) . Of all the sites used in this study, the surrounding area of the Samoylov Island site has the largest wetland fraction within the corresponding EASE grid-cell. According to GlobCover 2009 data it is approximately 20%. The tundra landscape on Samoylov Island is mainly characterized by ice-wedged polygons forming a highly fragmented land cover pattern consisting of wet depressed polygon centers surrounded by relatively dry polygon ridges (Boike et al., 2013) . In addition, thermokarst lakes and ponds frequently occur (Muster, Langer, Heim, Westermann, & Boike, 2012) . The soil moisture and temperature site includes sensors in elevated and relatively dry polygon ridges, and in a "wet" depression at the centre of the tundra polygon and on a slope in between the two (Boike et al., 2013) .
The Tiksi International Hydrometeorological Observatory has been developed through a partnership between the National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), the Russian Federal Service for Hydrometeorology and Environmental Monitoring (Roshydromet), and FMI. Soil moisture (using Delta-T Thetaprobe ML2x) and temperature (PT100 sensors) data are available from a single location since July 2010. These sensors have been installed by FMI.
Environment Canada maintains a soil moisture network situated across a 10 km × 10 km area of open cropland near Kenaston, Saskatchewan. There are 23 automatic stations each equipped with three Stevens Hydraprobes (calibrated for local soil conditions) at depths of 5 cm, 20 cm, and 50 cm measuring soil moisture and temperature. For comparisons against SMOS soil freeze estimates only data from sensors at depths of 5 cm, from each site, were included in our analysis in order to maintain consistency. Table 1 provides information on the reference sites and on the corresponding EASE grid pixel.
Ancillary data
The global ancillary datasets listed below are required by the F/T algorithm for filtering unrealistic estimates of the freeze state.
• ECMWF ERA Interim analysis surface layer air temperature (2 m) data (Dee et al., 2011) : The dataset covers the entire SMOS period (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) . The data, originally at spatial resolution of 0.75 × 0.75°, are reprojected to correspond with SMOS data. The dataset is used in the algorithm to determine summer and winter seasons (pixel-wise). This information is further applied to define the references of the frozen and thaw soil state and when creating the processing mask for the algorithm.
• The ESA data user element GlobCover 2009 data (Arino et al., 2012) :
The dataset is mainly used for acquiring sub-grid land cover information for the SMOS pixels.
• Daily snow cover data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration/National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NOAA/NESDIS) Interactive Multisensor Snow and Ice Mapping System (IMS): The IMS dataset, derived from daily manual analysis of various satellite and in situ datasets (Helfrich, McNamara, Ramsay, Baldwin, & Kasheta, 2007) is used in creating the processing mask for the F/T algorithm.
Method

Background
Our soil F/T-state retrieval algorithm is based on detecting the annual changes in soil permittivity along with soil freezing and thawing. The effective permittivity of moist unfrozen soil drops distinctly when liquid soil-water (with permittivity of ≈80 at L-band) freezes to ice (with permittivity of ≈3 at the L-band) (see e.g. Mätzler, Ellison, Thomas, Sihvola, & Schwank, 2006) . As a result, L-band brightness temperatures T B p at horizontal (p = H) and vertical (p = V) polarization emitted from frozen soil is generally higher than T B p measured above a thawed moist soil. Obviously, other parameters, such as the physical temperature of the scene observed, vegetation phenology, and subgrid heterogeneity affect T B p and can result in ambiguities in the retrieval of the soil F/Tstate.
The soil state detection algorithm presented here draws substantially on an earlier study ) based on tower-based Lband brightness temperatures T B
p measured with the ELBARA-II radiometer (Schwank et al., 2010) . The study by Rautiainen et al. (2014) showed that soil freezing influences T B p in two distinct ways: i) T B measurements. An empirical approach was used to identify the most successful definition of the FF yielding the highest correlation between retrieved and in situ observed soil F/T states. Recent theoretical and experimental studies Lemmetyinen et al., accepted for publication) have shown that dry snow cover on top of frozen or non-frozen soil has a significant impact on L-band emission T B p due to refraction and impedance matching caused by dry snow. These snow propagation processes increase T B H at all observation angles, producing a signature similar to that of soil freezing. The effect of dry snow on T B V is much smaller than the effect on T B H , and practically negligible at observation angles near 50 degrees relative to nadir Lemmetyinen et al., accepted for publication). As a result, the polarization difference | T B H − T B V | is significantly smaller when dry snow cover is present on top of soil, when compared to soil without snow cover. Work to date (such as Rautiainen et al., 2014) has not taken into consideration that the L-band response to soil freezing, i.e. the absolute level of brightness temperature, and the polarization difference, are also consistent with the response to dry snow cover, independent of the soil state. This has a potential complicating influence on F/T retrievals. Based on theoretical predictions, the most successful definition of FF would be based solely on T B V (θ) measured at observation angles in the range of 50°≤ θ ≤ 55°. This is because T B V (θ ≈ 50°) is predicted to be almost independent of the presence of dry snow as refraction and impedance matching caused by snow are expected to be compensated for p = V and θ ≈ 50°. However, when using T B V (θ ≈ 50°) exclusively to define the proxy FF for the soil freeze state, the detection of F/T is strongly affected by annual variation in the physical temperature of the observed scene. This generates challenges especially for areas with a continental climate where the annual dynamics of near-surface soil temperatures can be very large. The challenges are further increased if typical summer conditions for a given location are dry, since the difference in permittivity between dry and frozen soil is naturally small. For the aforementioned reasons, performance of soil F/T detection based exclusively on T B V (θ ≈ 50°) was degraded for large regions of the Northern Hemisphere. Accordingly, our soil F/T retrieval approach uses FF involving measurements of T B V augmented by retrievals using the normalized polarization ratio (NPR) as is elaborated in the following Section.
Principle of the soil F/T retrieval
The soil F/T-state retrieval algorithm is based on pixel-wise frost factors FF derived from SMOS measurements T B p (p = H, V). For each pixel,
FF is compared against pixel-wise thaw and freeze references. Accordingly, our F/T retrieval can be classified as a so-called "change detection approach". Ultimately, a three-stage soil state category is applied by defining adequate thresholds of the soil freeze state proxy allowing a distinction between 'frozen, 'partially frozen', and 'thawed' soil states to be made. A schematic describing the generation of the soil state estimates is shown in Fig. 2 , and the relevant steps are outlined subsequently:
In the first stage, SMOS CATDS daily gridded brightness temperatures T B p are converted to the Northern Hemisphere EASE-Grid.
Data with poor quality are filtered out according to the following criteria:
, and 3. Sudden unrealistic temporal changes in
where dt is difference between successive measurements.
Ascending and descending SMOS orbits (orb) are processed separately due to different RFI conditions; e.g. the descending orbits over Asia and Siberia are more notably contaminated by RFI.
In the second stage, two different FF formulations are used to relate measurements of T B p to the F/T-state of the soil:
FF V,orb is thus solely based on V-polarization data, while FF NPR,orb is based on the normalized polarization ratio NPR (orb = ascending, descending orbit). Time series of FF V,orb (t) and FF NPR , orb (t) are produced separately for both orb = ascending and orb = descending. The resulting time series FF X , orb (t) (X = V, NPR) are further converted to relative (rel) frost factor values FF rel,X,orb in units of percentage:
F F rel;X;orb t ð Þ ≡ F F X;orb t ð Þ−F F su;X;orb F F wi;X;orb − F F su;X;orb Á 100%;
where FF wi , X , orb and FF su , X , orb are the empirically defined winter (wi) and summer (su) references for each pixel, respectively, defined for both FF formulations (X = V, NPR) and both orbits (orb = ascending, descending). The FF rel , X , orb value of 100% equals the winter reference, while FF rel ,X,orb = 0% corresponds with the summer reference. Temporal averaging can be applied to the relative frost factors FF rel ,X,orb in order to reduce the effect of short-term variations; in all analyses conducted in this study, an averaging window of 25 days was applied. Ultimately, the time series of relative frost factors FF rel,X,orb are compared to predefined thresholds, categorizing the observation into three discrete soil states ('frozen', 'partially frozen', 'thawed'). In the final stage, a consolidated hemispheric-scale estimate is generated by applying a processing mask to mitigate clearly erroneous soil state estimates. The approach used to estimate the pixel-wise summer-and winter references (FF su,X,orb and FF wi ,X,orb , respectively), the categorization of the relative frost factors FF rel,X,orb to distinguish between the three discrete soil states ('frozen, 'partially frozen', 'thawed'), and the generation of the processing mask are described in more detail in the following Sections. Fig. 2 . Flow chart describing the soil state estimate generation from SMOS CATDS data and ancillary data to consolidate our soil F/T product.
Summer and winter references
Summer (su) and winter (wi) references FF su , X , orb and FF wi , X , orb (X = V, NPR; orb = ascending, descending) are defined for each pixel using all available historical SMOS data from June 2010 onwards. ECMWF T air data, representing air temperature at 2 m above ground, are used to identify possible dates representing winter ('frozen') and summer ('thawed') periods. This identification is made individually for each grid cell, following the methodology shown in Fig. 3 . If T air is below the winter threshold (TR) T TR,wi = − 3°C, the corresponding date is considered to belong to the winter period. Similarly, for T air N T TR,su = + 3°C an observation is categorized as a summer measurement. In both cases, wet snow cover conditions are omitted.
In order to obtain winter references FF wi ,X,orb (X = V, NPR; orb = ascending, descending) the average of the 30 lowest values of all available observations of FF wi, X, orb (T air b T TR,wi = −3°C) are selected, with the lowest 10 values omitted to protect against potential erroneous observations. The same logic is applied to obtain summer references FF su,X,orb by taking the average of 30 of the highest values of FF su , X , orb (T air N T TR,su = +3°C), while omitting the 10 highest values. The same pixel-wise reference values FF wi, X , orb and FF su , X , orb are applied for the whole time series of soil F/T retrievals in this study.
Categorization of soil state and parameter optimization
The relative frost factors FF rel , X , orb available for each pixel were assigned to the three soil state categories 'frozen', 'partially frozen', and 'thawed' based on pre-defined threshold values. The latter were initially acquired by comparing FF rel, X,orb derived for EASE gridded SMOS observations to collocated in situ frost depth FD available from the SYKE frost observation network, and the collocated in situ frost depths FD from Northern Finland. An empirical exponential model, including the fitting parameters A X , orb and B X , orb , were used to relate relative frost factor FF rel,X,orb (FD) with frost depth FD: Table 2 provides the values of the fitting parameters A X,orb and B X,orb associated with the corresponding retrieval versions X = V and X = NPR (definitions (1) and (2)). Thereby, we considered ascending and descending SMOS brightness temperatures T B p (θ) measured at the incidence angle range 50°≤ θ ≤ 55°.
An example of a density scatter plot between observed frost depth FD and relative frost factor FF rel , X , orb (FD) for X = V and orb = (ascending + descending) is shown in Fig. 4 . The solid line shows the exponential model (4) evaluated for the corresponding fitting parameters provided in Table 2 . Threshold values of relative frost factors FF rel,X , orb used to differentiate between the 'thawed' soil state and the 'frozen' soil state are indicated with the dashed lines (compare Table 3 ). These thresholds are defined as different levels of relative frost factor FF rel , X , orb (FD) achieved for very large frost depths FD. According to the definition (4) of the model FF rel,X,orb (FD) these thresholds are related to the value of the fitting parameter A X,orb for each method X = V or NPR defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. For 'thawed' soil (soil state 0), the threshold value applied to the relative frost factors is FF rel , X , orb b 0.5 · A X , orb = 40.45%, while soil state 2 ('frozen') is assigned when FF rel , X , orb N 0.8 · A X , orb = 64.72%. The transitional soil state 1 ('partially frozen' or freezing in progress) is assigned when the relative frost factor FF rel , X , orb is in the corresponding intermediate range corresponding to 40.45% ≤ FF rel , X , orb ≤ 64.72% for the example shown in Fig. 4 .
Frozen soil (soil state 2) refers to soil states where frost depth FD exceeds the emission depth χ at L-band and consequently SMOS brightness temperatures T B p become saturated and approach the winter maximum. However, soil texture and liquid water content heavily affect emission depth χ = 1/γ via effective soil permittivity ε soil = ε' soil + i · ε" soil which determines the power absorption coefficient γ ¼ 4π=λ Á Im ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ε soil p of the soil. At L-band wavelengths λ = 21 cm and for frozen soils with ε' soil ≈ 5.5 and 0.1 ≤ ε" soil ≤ 0.5 emission depth is expected to be in the range of 8 cm ≤ χ ≤ 15 cm (Hallikainen, Ulaby, Dobson, El-Rayes, & Wu, 1985; Mätzler, Ellison, Thomas, Sihvola, & Schwank, 2006; Rautiainen et al., 2012) . According to these physical restrictions inherent in passive L-band measurements, the SMOS based soil F/T-state estimate does not intend to estimate the average frost depth FD within each grid cell, but rather to categorize the soil state into the three discrete states described in Table 3 and indicated in Fig. 4 . Fig. 3 . Flow chart describing the logic of summer and winter reference generation. Table 2 Fitting parameters A X,orb and B X,orb calculated for the exponential model FF rel ,X,orb (FD) associated with the two F/T detection versions X = V and X = NPR. Here we used both, ascending and descending orbits (orb = ascending + descending). 
Processing mask
To improve the quality of the soil F/T-state categorization achieved with our approach, a processing mask (PM) based on ancillary climatological data is applied. Information from ECMWF air temperatures T air and the IMS snow mask data are combined (see Section 2.3) to gain information on the expected season for each EASE grid cell, hence enabling the distinction and exclusion of clearly erroneous soil F/T-state estimates.
The processing mask was chosen to have nine values as listed in Table 4 . A moving average of 10 days was applied to the ECMWF air temperatures T air to reduce the effect of daily variations. In order to determine PM(t) for each EASE grid cell for the time (day) t, a constant set of criteria were used to define each value of PM. As several changes from a certain value to another were considered to be unlikely, such as a change from summer (PM(t) = 1) to the first alarm of spring (PM(t) = 6) without intermediate autumn and winter periods (PM(t) = 2,3,4,5), the value given for PM(t) was restricted by PM(t − 1) for cases where the previous value was available. The criteria for selecting processing mask values for PM for the time unit t are given in Table 4 , as well as allowed transitions between values from PM(t) to PM(t + 1).
As an example, the hemispheric variability of two climatological events, calculated based on the processing mask for 2013, are illustrated in Fig. 5 . The last date when the mask indicates summer (PM(t) = 2 in Table 4 ) are shown in panel a), and the first day when the mask indicates winter (PM(t) = 5 in Table 4 ) are depicted in panel b) in days after January 1st, 2013.
Final soil state estimates
Two soil F/T-state estimates are generated on a daily basis for the Northern Hemisphere EASE grid 1.0 data format: one categorizing the soil F/T-state using brightness temperatures at vertical polarization only (FF rel , X , orb with X = V corresponding to definition (1)) and the one based on normalized polarization ratio (FF rel , X , orb with X = NPR corresponding to definition (2)). Both estimates use observations from both orb = ascending and orb = descending orbits. Ascending orbit observations are applied over the Eurasian continent, while descending orbit overpasses are applied for Northern America. This decision is based on SMOS RFI probability information; descending orbits contain significant RFI contamination over Eurasia, while ascending orbits show more contamination over Northern America.
For the generation of the final soil F/T-state estimate, the processing mask detailed in Section 3.5 and Table 4 , is applied over the soil F/Tstates described in Table 3 . The processing mask affects the final soil F/ T-state estimate following the logic summarized in Table 5 . For processing mask values PM(t) = 3, 4, 7 or 8 (freezing and melting periods), the mask has no effect on the F/T-state estimates. All soil F/T-state estimates are forced to the non-frozen category for PM(t) = 1 or 2, which indicate a summer period. During the winter period (PM(t) = 5 or 6), no forcing from thawed soil state to the frozen soil category is applied: The only effect is that the soil state category value is not allowed to decrease; i.e. thawing is not allowed while air temperature T air stays below the selected thresholds given in Table 4 .
Demonstration of soil F/T-state retrieval
Soil F/T-state maps from SMOS for the northern hemisphere
Examples of SMOS soil F/T-state estimates over the northern hemisphere on November 1st, 2014 are depicted in Figs. 6-9, using different formulations (definitions (1) and (2)) of the relative frost factor FF rel , X , orb (X = V, NPR; orb = ascending, descending). Corresponding maps of F/T-state categories 'frozen', 'thawed', and 'partially frozen' derived from FF rel , NPR , orb (Fig. 6 for orb = ascending and Fig. 7 for ) and the thresholds (dashed lines) used to distinguish between the three soil states 'frozen', 'partially frozen', 'thawed'.
Table 3
Soil state categories (X = V, NPR; orb = ascending, descending). Table 4 The nine values of processing mask PM(t) for time t (day), criteria for their conditions, the respective seasons, and allowed transitions (PM(t) to PM(t + 1)). T air (t) denotes air temperature for time (day) t and 〈T air 〉 denotes average air temperature over 10 days. End phase of melting period Spring 〈T air 〉 N +3°C and no snow is detected 0, 1 orb = descending) and derived from FF rel,V,orb ( Fig. 8 for orb = ascending and Fig. 9 for orb = descending) are shown. For each case, the effect of applying the processing mask described in Section 3.5 is illustrated by depicting both the unmasked estimate (panels a)) and the masked final soil F/T-state estimate (panels b)). The extent of the areas categorized as 'thawed' corresponds with the geographical extent over which both versions (X = V and NPR) of the algorithm could be applied. Beyond these areas, estimates of soil F/Tstate could not be made either due to RFI, due to insufficient dynamic range between winter and summer references FF wi, X, orb and FF su ,X , orb , or due to lack of a proper winter reference (FF wi , X , orb ) as a result of mild winter climate. For descending orbits (Figs. 7 and 9), notable portions of Asia are masked out, the main cause being contamination by RFI.
PM(t) Definition
Similarly, it can be seen that ascending orbit estimates (Figs. 6 and 8) contain more grid cells masked out over North America, than descending orbit estimates. These were also masked out mainly due to RFI. Soil F/T-state estimates derived from FF rel , V , orb (Figs. 8 and 9 ) estimate smaller freeze areas, in particular over Eastern Europe, the Caucasus, as well as part of Alaska and Eastern Siberia, when compared to F/Tstates derived from FF rel , NPR, orb (Figs. 6 and 7) . The difference may be partially due to the effect of snow cover, which amplifies the signature (snow reduces the NPR similarly to soil freezing) typical for freezing for FF rel, NPR, orb . However, another possible explanation is the low seasonal dynamics of brightness temperatures T B V at vertical polarization resulting in erroneous estimates.
Date of autumn soil freeze onset over the northern hemisphere
Autumn soil freezing onset dates were calculated from daily maps of SMOS F/T-states after applying the processing mask. The first instance of a given grid cell to be classified as 'frozen' (soil state 2 defined in Table 3 ) was determined to be the date of freezing onset (DoF X , X = V, Fig. 5 . Hemispheric variability of climatological events, calculated from the processing mask for 2013: (a) the last date (day of year) when the mask indicates summer (PM(t) = 2), and (b) the first day when the mask indicates winter (PM(t) = 5).
Table 5
The processing mask levels and their effect on to the final soil F/T-state estimates.
PM(t)
Effect on to the soil state estimate 1 or 2 Forces the soil state to category 0 3 or 4
No effect 5 or 6
No effect, if soil state category value increases but soil thawing (i.e. category value decrease) is not allowed 7 or 8
No effect Fig. 6 . Maps of SMOS soil F/T-state estimates over the northern hemisphere on November 1st 2014. F/T-state categories estimated from relative polarization index (FF rel,X,orb with X = NPR) for orb = ascending orbits, before (a) and after (b) applying the processing mask. Extent of 'thawed' category depicts the geographical extent where the F/T-state categorization could be applied.
NPR). The date was calculated from the F/T-state estimates derived for the two retrieval versions X = NPR, V separately. Maps of the date of soil freezing (in day of year) for the autumn of 2013 are shown in Fig. 10 a-b , for the method X = NPR and V, respectively.
In the figures, blue indicates an early date for freeze onset, while red indicates a later date. For 2013, the X = V method can be seen to exclude large areas in particular over North America. Compared to the X = NPR method, F/T-state estimates over Eurasia are likewise patchy with large missing areas over Eastern Europe and the Caucasus. This, again, is mainly due to low seasonal dynamics of brightness temperatures T B V at vertical polarization over those areas. The freezing date identified for the autumn of 2013 is compared for the two methods (X = V, NPR) in Fig. 11 , separately for Eurasia and North America, with statistics comparing the two methods given in Table 6 . The differences between the two soil F/T-state retrieval methodologies (X = V, NPR) are smaller over North America, while larger differences are apparent over Eurasia. The bias between the methods was larger for North America, with freezing day estimates occurring on average five days later for the method X = V than for the method X = NPR. However, the rmse was smaller and correlation was better over North America. In some areas, both versions of the soil F/T-state algorithm (X = V or NPR) estimated soil freezing (F/T-state = 'frozen') to occur immediately after the summer flag was relaxed, forming the diagonals seen in Fig. 11 . For these cases the freeze estimate was essentially based solely on the ancillary air temperature T air masking procedure rather than from SMOS data.
The quality of SMOS soil F/T-state estimates was evaluated by comparing estimates with and without the processing mask. Instances where the processing mask was the sole driver of change in F/T-state were classified to be of low quality. For cases where SMOS soil F/Tstate gave a soil state estimate of 'frozen' more than three days after the processing mask, the estimate was considered to be of high quality. For all cases in between an intermediate level of quality was assigned. Examples of quality maps for the freeze onset day in 2013 are given in Fig. 12 .
Comparisons of the soil freezing dates estimated from ECMWF soil level 2 temperatures and the two SMOS soil F/T-state estimates for 2013 are shown in Fig. 13 . From ECMWF reanalysis data, soil was estimated to be frozen after level 2 soil temperatures consistently remained below 0°C for a given grid cell. Both SMOS soil F/T-state methods using X = NPR (Fig. 13a) and X = V (Fig. 13b) show a consistent positive bias against freezing dates estimated from the ECMWF reanalysis data. Additional analysis of ECMWF reanalysis data against in situ observations, specifically over northern latitudes and during soil freezing periods, should be conducted in order to come to further conclusions on the reliability of SMOS based estimates. Albergel et al. (2015) have found ECMWF soil temperature data to be similar to that of corresponding in situ soil temperature observations on an annual basis and over regions with relatively moderate temperature variations (SNOTEL, SCAN and USCRN networks in USA and synoptic observations from Ireland, Germany, Czech Republic and Hungary in Europe). 'frozen' (soil state 2 defined in Table 3 ), when compared to in situ data on volumetric liquid soil water content (VWC G , Fig. 14d ) and ground temperature (T G , Fig. 14e ). The few clear misinterpretations along with method X = V (red line in panel b)) during the summers of 2012, 2011 and 2014, as well as during the winter of 2012, were removed by the processing mask as can be seen in panel c) of Fig. 14. In the case of the Samoylov site, the processing mask removed the interpretation of 'partially frozen' soil (soil state 1 defined in Table 3 ) induced by the spring drop in T B p , induced by melting snow cover and eventual snow clearance. An example of a more challenging site for the application of our soil F/T-state retrieval algorithm is the Gobbler's knob site in Alaska shown in Fig. 15 . The area consists of dry tundra, with very muted annual dynamics in SMOS brightness temperatures of less than ΔT B H ≈ 5.0 K and ΔT B V ≈ 1.3 K at horizontal and vertical polarization, respectively. These muted dynamics are induced by dry soil, in particular the dryness of the surface soil (5 cm VWC G in Fig. 15d ) resulting in very similar effective permittivities and thus T B p for frozen and thawed soil states. As T B p during the winter tend to decrease due to very low physical ground temperatures T G (panel e), in particular the soil F/T-states derived by the method X = V suffer from misinterpretations of thawing soil in winter. Applying the processing mask removed most of these errors, but introduced some probable errors e.g. in the autumn of 2013. In the case of Fig. 12 . Quality-level maps based on the degree of influence of the processing mask for method X = NPR (a) and for method X = V (b) for the freezing season of 2013. Cases where a change in the F/T-state is induced exclusively by the processing mask are categorized as low quality. For intermediate quality areas the soil is estimated to be frozen less than 3 days after the PM(t) value has indicated the start of the freezing season. Fig. 13 . Comparison between freezing date (day of year) estimated from ECMWF soil level 2 temperatures (horizontal axis) and SMOS soil F/T-state estimates (vertical axis) using the X = NPR (a) and X = V (b) methods. the Gobbler's knob test site, it is clear that the interpretation of the soil F/T-state could not be made without the application of the processing mask; the added value of the SMOS-based F/T-estimates themselves are therefore limited for this specific site. A performance of our SMOS-based F/T-state product against information on soil F/T-state from several test sites is summarized in Fig. 16 . The date of soil freezing estimated from SMOS (DoF X , X = V, NPR) was compared to the soil freezing date assessed from both liquid soil moisture VWC G and soil temperature T G measured in situ at 5 cm depth (DoF in situ , in situ = T G , VWC G ). From these in situ data, the soil was considered to be frozen if a five day average of T G was below 0°C. The threshold value for in situ soil moisture observations was determined from the timing of abrupt VWC G decreases and stabilization to a low value of in situ soil moisture, which represents the soil permittivity change due to soil freezing. For most of the sites soil was considered 'frozen' when a five day average of VWC G was b0.1 m 3 m −3
. However, the threshold value varied from 0.05 m 3 m −3 to 0.2 m 3 m −3 depending on the typical soil-moisture conditions for a given area. The threshold value had to be manually optimized from the data for each site.
The very different spatial scales of the in situ data and the SMOS soil F/T-state estimates introduces many challenges for conducting comparisons. Most of the reference sites selected here contains observations taken only at single location (all SNOTEL sites and Rovaniemi). At Samylov Island test site, the measurements are taken from three locations, at Kolyma site from four locations and in Tiksi since 2013 from three locations. Only Sodankylä and Kenaston test areas include a larger observation network (as described in Section 2.2).
Using X = V exhibited, on average, earlier freezing estimates than X = NPR (bias of 6.8 and 1.3 days, compared to 16 and 7.8 days, when compared to in situ = T G and in situ = VWC G respectively. It is also evident that the selected soil freezing thresholds for in situ observations were not consistent. This was expected, because it is very difficult to define the soil state based on observed soil temperature or moisture without any quantitative information on soil state for comparison, as the soil freezing temperature and corresponding permittivity is dependent on soil composition. Further research needs to be conducted for each reference site to define proper in situ determined soil freezing thresholds. The presented preliminary comparison results do not represent a complete validation of SMOS soil F/T-state estimates, nor provide comprehensive quantitative information on the quality of the product. Validation of satellite derived F/T estimates is challenging due to the rarity of corresponding in situ measurements and measurement networks representing the same scale and footprint.
For X = V, the unbiased root mean square error (urmse) was smaller and the correlation coefficient (r) was slightly better than for X = NPR. However, all sites excluding Kenaston are located in the Arctic region exhibiting large seasonal changes. For this climate region, using X = V can be said to have an advantage over X = NPR due to reduced sensitivity to snow cover.
Soil state estimates over the SNOTEL sites (triangles in Fig. 16 ) exhibited large deviations from in situ measurements. All SNOTEL sites reported only one location of observations representing the whole F/T product grid cell, which may be an underlying reason for the poor correlation for SNOTEL sites only (r = 0.05 and 0.37 for X = NPR and in situ = T G and VWC G , respectively; r = 0.36 and 0.59 for X = V and in situ = T G and VWC G , respectively). For the Cherskii and Tiksi sites DoF X , X = V, NPR was systematically estimated later than observations from DoF in situ , in situ = T G , VWC G were indicating. 
Summary
Detection of soil freeze/thaw (F/T) state at the hemispheric-scale using SMOS Level-3 brightness temperatures T B p (θ) observed for incidence angles 50°≤ θ ≤ 55°was presented. The change detection approach draws on experience from earlier studies using tower-based Lband observations (Rautiainen et al., 2012 and theory-oriented studies . Our soil F/T-state retrieval is evaluated for two different definitions of F/T-state proxies (frost factors FF X,orb defined by Eqs. (1) and (2)) represented either by brightness temperatures measured exclusively at vertical polarization (method X = V) or represented by normalized polarization ratios (method X = NPR). In both cases (X = V, NPR) the frost factors FF X,orb were used to compute corresponding relative (rel) frost factors FF rel,X,orb for each EASE grid cell based on summer-and winter references (FF su,X,orb and FF wi,X,orb ) representing thawed and frozen soil states, respectively. These summer-and winter references were derived for each grid cell individually based on the historical dataset of SMOS observations. The thresholds applied to the relative frost factors FF rel,X,orb to assign the three soil F/T-state categories 'frozen', 'partially frozen', and 'thawed' are based on comparison of SMOS observations to extensive soil frost depth measurements performed over Finland. Our study demonstrates the limitations of the empirical approach; empirically determined reference values FF su,X,orb , FF wi,X,orb and fitting parameters A X , orb , B X , orb are prone to uncertainties due to heterogeneous land cover and varying meteorological conditions over problematic areas. Future work is needed to supplement this study with physical models that are able to take into account e.g. changing snow conditions, and different land classes and soil types. The motivation to explore the method X = V was largely based on theoretical studies , suggesting that T B V (θ ≈ 50°) were the least prone to effects of dry snow cover, while T B H at horizontal polarization were expected to be affected by the presence of dry snow in a manner similar to soil freezing. However, the signal of summer versus winter SMOS measurements T B V (θ ≈ 50°) theoretically favored to estimate soil F/T-states was insufficient in large parts of the northern hemisphere to allow proper function of our soil F/T-state detection algorithm. Moreover, winter estimates of soil state using the method X = V experienced notable erroneous interpretations of thawing due to decreasing physical soil temperatures. In contrast, the method X = NPR relying on normalized polarization ratios was less prone to retrieval errors caused by very low winter temperatures. However, the aforementioned effect of snow cover may induce the retrieval method X = NPR to indicate soil freezing prematurely, with the presence of even a thin snow cover. False early freeze detection due to the effects of snow is problematic because snow is an effective thermal insulator, and acts to delay the onset of soil freezing as indicated by Rautiainen et al. (2014) . Both methods X = V and X = NPR give similar results for soil freezing date for areas where freezing starts earlier (typically higher latitudes), while there are more differences in the estimates for areas with later soil freezing; illustrated in Fig. 11 as a wider spread in scatter plot towards later date of freezing. The fitting parameter B X, orb , describing the curvature of the exponential fit, would indicate that X = V method has better sensitivity to soil frost depth than X = NPR method (Table 2) . One possible explanation for this may be the different effect of the snow.
Further efforts are needed to analyze the difference in more detail and to select optimal method for different areas.
The presented methodology to estimate soil F/T-states from SMOS data relies on a processing mask based on ancillary information on air temperature to eliminate clear misinterpretations of soil freezing during summer periods, and thawing during winter. Summer false freeze retrieval errors are most prominent over areas with dry mineral soils, because T B p observations resemble those induced by freezing events.
The erroneous interpretations of winter thawing, on the other hand, are largely a result of reductions in physical temperatures, which also decrease observed T B p . These errors could possibly be avoided by introducing physical temperature directly in the algorithm to estimate emissivity (in place of brightness temperature). However, in practice, attaining accurate soil surface temperature measurements globally is challenging and prone to other error sources. The applied processing mask may, however, introduce omission errors for cases where air temperature is not representative of actual local conditions. The presented methodology applies to the autumn period of soil freezing. It is assumed that for snow covered areas, wet snow cover in spring effectively restricts the acquisition of information on soil F/Tstate at L-band, due to the pronounced attenuation of microwaves in wet snow. However, initiatives are being undertaken to identify the period of spring melt and the occurrence of wet snow in general from SMOS observations (e.g. Pellarin et al., under review) . Several studies have also been conducted for detection of snow melt at global scale using higher measurement frequencies (e.g. Hall, Kelly, Riggs, Chang, & Foster, 2002; Takala, Pulliainen, Huttunen, & Hallikainen, 2008; Takala, Pulliainen, Metsämäki, & Koskinen, 2009 ). This additional snow melt information can be used together with the autumn soil freezing information to derive comprehensive information on the freezing and thawing status of the soil for hydrological, climatological, and ecological applications.
